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Telcos had been successful in running the telecommunication business 
in the past, with innovative marketing strategies bringing significant 
revenue and successful experience. Although Cloud business is still 
on the growing edge of its life cycle where its opportunity is still huge 
in different regions, the revenue for telcos is only a small amount as 
compared with those incumbent OTT players now. 

In order to win the market as well as to generate more revenue from 
Cloud business, telcos should not follow the traditional marketing 
experience for Cloud business. In turn, telcos should apply new 
marketing strategies under the latest Digital Marketing era since the 
customer behavior has already been changed by the Internet. What the 
telcos required to do is the Internetization of their Cloud business. 

By summarizing the marketing and sales strategies of those successful 
players in Cloud business, this white paper will share with Telcos how 
to arm up them and get into the Cloud battle:

Application Compelling - Create a plan for a service portfolio with 
compelling applications to target specific customer segments

Ready for the Future - Be ready for the fast changing environment and 
response on time

Message Communication - Leverage on the trusted advisor position 
and suggest informative marketing messages like cloud service 
packages to the customers                

Efficient Online Marketplace - Get the online marketplace in shape 
with proper quality and set the business processes before launch. 
Preferably integrate with legacy back-end as well 

Diversified Sales Network - Apps are sold, not bought. Create a broad 
and diversified sales network to guide the customers in to the platform

1 Executive Summary
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2 Armed up for Cloud battle

2 Allows for up-selling and cross-selling

Online marketplace is not handled by any account manager nor sales 
agents, it should capable to understand the current subscriptions of the 
customer and able to perform up-selling and cross-selling according 
to the subscription and usage history. It is easy under the Big Data era 
and with the assistance of the BSS/BES systems of telcos.

Cloud business has already entered the Digital Marketing era, while 
the customer behavior has been internetized since they have adopted 
the practices provided by Internet. In this case, one of the factors that 
affecting the buying decision of customer is not determined by the 
availability or the store locations anymore. People will buy online because 
they trust the channels. They can dig into almost any information required 
about the product and the place right with their devices like smartphones 
and PCs. It’s about their accessibility to reach a brand, to reach customer 
support. They want to know how attentive a brand is with respect to any 
customer feedback, they want your business be accessible. An online 
marketplace will definitely be one of the key channels for your customer 
to buy your services.

1 Self-service sales channel for all cloud services

The characteristic of cloud services is its flexibility in handling dynamic 
traffic, customer prefers to have ad hoc capacity in short period of time. 
Cloud services make configuring a virtual private data center as easy 
as it is to download and configure an application on a mobile phone, 
but telcos remain largely beyond user control. Web based self-service 
channel should allows customer to subscribe their services in an easy 
way by just some clicks like Business Portal in NTT Communications.

2.1 Efficient Online Marketplace

3 Think big, start small, scale fast 

There is no boundary on services supported by an online marketplace. 
High quality of service is also one of the winning factors under such a 
competitive cloud service market. Remember don’t build a big portal 
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Further to several years of development, NTT Communications has 
enriched its Business Portal which not only allow customer to change 
its subscription but also allow customer to view the current service 
and order status as well as network map and trouble tickets details of 
the cloud services subscribed.   

4 Offers one-bill for applications

At the back end of the online marketplace, telcos should develop 
one-bill for all the applications subscribed by the customer no matter 
the application is provided by telcos itself or by any application 
provider behind of telcos. It is not only a way to improve the customer 
experience but also allow your customer alerted that your telcos has 
already become a Digital Services Provider instead of still a telecom 
services provider. In addition, Telcos can also offer bundled services 
to customer with a single bill.

5 Owns customer relationships

To supplement the above, such arrangement also allows telcos to 
own the customer relationships with customer which is also a way to 
reduce churn and improve customer loyalty.

6 Should not follow standard telcos processes, new processes 
should be created

New internetized customer behaviours include “Real Time” and “DIY”. 
To deliver such experience to customer, the standard processes 
(include supporting systems) running in telcos cannot fulfil such fast 
respond demand requirement. Telcos is required to create a new 
processes and systems to support it.

7 Lower cost for administration

Telcos should not be threatened for developing online marketplace 
since it is not a way to increase your operating cost but in turn 
to reduce your administration cost for handling such customer 
requirement on subscription, enquiry and fault handling since more 
processes are done through automation.

at the initial stage, just start with a smaller one and enrich its service 
features and functionalities from time to time.
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2.2 Message Communication

Today, providing current customers and potential prospects with 
information relevant to their interests to create a sense of familiarity and 
trust long before a purchase is made – that is the marketing message. 
This marketing message specially can become a huge component of 
telcos’ application mix for various digital platforms. Those marketing 
messages should serve the purpose of:

1 Education

Under the Digital Marketing era, we are talking about “Educating 
the customer” instead of “Selling the service”. It can easily be done 
by educating the customer about their needs will be fulfilled by your 
applications. Look the way how Steve Job educated the customers 
the need of new iPhone while a new model was launching. He talked 
about the problems, solutions, details, a glimpse of technicalities, ease, 
smartness etc. instead of hard selling iPhone.

2 Increase awareness of telcos

Another key message that telcos requires to educate customer that 
your company is no longer a telecom or access services provider but 
already in addition be a Digital Services Provider. In this perspective, 
the message should drive the awareness but not sales and focus on 
bottom line activities. For example, NTT Communications attached 
the third party evaluation reports to catch the eyeball of peoples on its 
performance as compare with other players.

3 Promotion

Although the key in marketing message is to educate the customer, 
we should also promote our service offering in the digital media. The 
promotion message can be service offering market communication 
message, for example, buy a core service and get $$ voucher for 
applications as well as bundle cloud services with core services.
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2.3 Applications Compelling

Besides of developing online marketplace, telcos should also develop 
and source more compelling applications onto the marketplace for the 
user to buy. But the issue is how to attract user to buy?

1 Build satellite applications around anchor application

Anchor application means something functionally useful to the 
customer, regular come and preferably is offered free in consumer 
market (e.g. DropBox and Linked-In) and usually bundled with other 
applications for business oriented market by service provider. Anchor 
applications will be perfect to offer, sell and to link or up-sell to other 
established or new applications. Examples of anchor application in 
OTT are iTunes in Apple and the best examples of anchor applications 
for telcos include e-mail products, Unified Communications, 
Collaboration and Cloud storage. For example, Orange is leveraging 
its 4 million commercial email accounts (anchor) in France for its Le 
Cloud Pro service. 

Web hosting service is the anchor for SME market in Telecom Italia. In 
such sense, the email accounts in Orange and Web Hosting accounts 
of Telecom Italia will create and maintain an informative profile for 
Orange and Telecom Italia to promote their satellite applications.

For example, based on the experience of Telecom Italia, SME will only 
subscriber Web Hosting services (anchor service) in the first year of 
service. SME will then subscriber more services year by year during 
their lifecycle in Telecom Italia.
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2 Relevance is more important than quantity

Over the Internet world, numerous of applications are available in the 
marketplace. Customer is not looking for a marketplace with hundred 
of applications for them to choose by hours of selection. Customer 
is looking for a marketplace with applications relevance and more 
interesting to them. 

Successful anchors will result in establishing and maintaining a highly 
personalized channel between telcos and each customer for offering a 
functionality (free) that is useful to them on a regular basis.

3 Balancing the portfolio through customer lifecycle management

Telcos who will win in cloud business is the one who creates the most 
compelling offering based on services that others have innovated. 
Even though telcos can filter and recommend relevant applications to 
customers. There will still be many options for telcos to select. 

Telcos should mange the service offering to each customer 
throughout lifecycle of the customer by analysing the unique profile of 
each customer which includes their current and history subscription 
and usages.

4 It is important with a hero app to generate interest  

Traditionally telcos is looking for killer services as revenue generator 
of its infrastructure. In Digital Service era, telcos should offer hero 
applications to generate the interest of customer on the marketplace. 

How telcos to develop hero apps under such an OTT dominant cloud 
business market? They should create functional enhancement of 
applications. Telcos should leverage its strength and unique information 
from its network, such as customer location, usage, device type and 
situation that can be used to enhance the application function and 
increase the interest of the customer. 

Surveys from Yankee Group of the top benefits from Cloud 
applications indicate that telcos should focus on the most attractive 
opportunities, such as businesses seeking multi-site and mobile 
workforce enablement, ultra seamless collaboration and simplified 
access to applications and data from multiple devices to develop their 
hero applications.
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5 Segmentation is key

Popular applications are different in different segments. The captioned 
survey result from Yankee Group is not applicable for all market segments. 
The choice of anchor, hero and satellite applications will vary across 
segments from government, private to small, large and enterprises.

2.4 Diversified Sales Network

So you already have compelling applications on hand, promoting and 
educating the customers about your services. The next step over the 
customer journey is service subscription. How board is the sales channels 
as well as subscription process will directly affect the business growth.

1 Set up a network not only include dealers but also partners & 
system integrators

Cloud business is different from traditional telecom services where 
telcos is the only stakeholder in the value chain on providing telecom 
services to customers but cloud services will include other players like 
consultant and system integrator who will provide services directly to 
customers. Partnership with these stakeholders will expand the sales 
channels of telcos. 
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Most of the telcos has designed similar channels strategies for different 
market segments of customers in large, medium and small enterprise –

 • Online marketplace will be available for all market segments

 • telcos itself will serve those large enterprises directly by its 
account managers or direct sales

 • small and medium enterprise will be served by partners

Swisscom

Verizon
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3 Get the incentives right

Cloud services are more difficult to sell than core services, incentive 
scheme should popularly set in sales to motivate salesman to increase 
productivity. Since telcos will leverage the existing account manager 
or sales agents to promote their services to large enterprise as well 
as channel partners to SME, an appropriate incentive scheme should 
be set to motivate its salesman and channel partners to promote and 
increase the sales of telcos’ cloud service.

2 Secure training and sales support material reach all the way out 
to all sales people

Prior to the service launch of any new cloud services, telcos should 
well prepare of all sales kits for salesman as well as channel partners 
in addition to deeply training sessions. Differentiation of telcos’ 
cloud services with other competitors should be highlighted and 
communicated since all these are the key selling points of telcos. 

Supporting tools should also be provided to sales agents to simplify 
the sales process and shorten the provisioning lead time. For example, 
Telecom Italia has developed a tool for their sales agents.

The sales agents, through their tablets can compose an order on 
behalf of the customer selecting among the cloud services available 
on the marketplace. Then an email will arrive to the client with a button 
to confirm or decline the customer order. If the customer accepts the 
order, all the services are automatically provisioned and ready to use in 
short period of time.
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1 The game plan is changing fast, telcos should closely monitor 
the trends

OTT players respond and react fast to the market. They will change 
rapidly according to the latest market situation. Telcos should keep a 
close monitoring of the industry trend and responses rapidly too. For 
example, cloud services price had been reduced 26 times by those 
key cloud service providers like only AWS had reduced 13 times and 
average reduction is 32% in 2013.

2 Huge opportunity to expand into new segments

Telcos is the new entrant to the cloud business market where some 
basic cloud services are launched to different market segments 
customers. It is a way to let telcos familiar with the rule of the game of 
cloud service as a start. Actually the opportunity of cloud business is 
still huge. Besides of those being held by OTT players, telcos should 
get ready to expand their value in the ecosystem and capture more 
opportunities in future on Telco Cloud business, e.g. Hybrid networking, 
Enterprise, Vertical Marketplace, B2C etc.

Telcos had developed several generations of fixed, mobile and 
broadband networks and services in the past decades. They acted as 
sole player in fixed telephone services locally where the competition is 
rare. Since more players entered the telecom market while mobile and 
broadband services were available in the market which induced more 
fierce competition within a country.  

Nowadays, telcos is the new entrants to the cloud business market 
where the market is dominated by OTT players. The captioned four 
recommendations give some hints to telcos in marketing and sales 
of their cloud services which should be the cornerstone for telcos in 
launching cloud services. Since the efficiency of OTT players are much 
better than telcos, telcos should get itself ready for the future and 
improve its competitiveness with OTT players.

3 Conclusion: 
Ready for the future
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Huawei ICT Consulting team under the Business and Network 
Consulting Department is serving global telcos by providing customized 
consulting services to assist them especially under the existing digital / 
ICT Transformation era. 
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